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PREFACE

While the minority musicals ofRodgers and Hammerstein use the music and dance
traditions of the American musical, they are less successful in their attempts to transcend the
racism inherent in the traditions of popular musicals and films. Some musicals are of particular
interest to me because they deal with attempts to integrate people of Asian extraction into the
mainstream of American popular culture. As a result, the musicals of Rodgers and Hammerstein
emerge as a blend of awareness of racism and often unconscious use of racist conventions.
Musicals have been an important part of my life. I have fond memories of watching
movies with my mother: we would laugh at the funny parts, cry over lost loves, and listen to the
album soundtracks on our family hi-fi. My mother loved watching musicals much more than I did .
Deep in my heart, I feel that musicals were Mom's way of learning about and assimilating into
American culture. My mother was originally from Korea. She met and married my father after the
Korean War and they moved to Tampa after Dad' s tour was over.
I chose this film genre because of the mixed feelings I get when I watch musicals. I
enjoy the films' aesthetic qualities, but the portrayal and stereotyping of minorities anger me in
these movies. I find myself criticizing and praising the movies in the same breath.
The Introductory Chapter covers several topics. I will briefly discuss the significance of
musicals in American popular culture. The patterns available to treat minorities in musicals
generally spring from the treatment ofblacks rather than Asians. The nineteenth-century minstrel
shows were a crucial element to the developing twentieth-century musical films. They portrayed
the Asians unflatteringly and inaccurately through skits and songs which allowed the viewers to

form misconceptions about Chinese and Japanese immigrants. Anti-Asian racism started with
minstrel shows and found its way into musical films and movies. The Charlie Chan and Fu
Manchu films ofthe 1930s further imbedded many ofthese stereotypes and racial ideologies in the
minds of American moviegoers. I also discuss the white male I Asian female relationship and the
terms "model minority" and Oriental.
Chapter One is titled "Love and Hate." This chapter explains why I love and hate musicals. I
discuss why I chose the Asian musicals ofRodgers and Hammerstein and include a brief
description of the musical films used in this thesis.
Chapters Two and Three provide a detailed look at South Pacific and The King and I. I
address the aspect of racism and how they shape Asian characters to the Occidental audiences.
Chapter Four combines a brief analysis of Flower Drum Song with a general conclusion.
Here I talk about Rodgers and Hammerstein's attempts to make audiences aware of racism and
how they tried to reverse stereotyping of Asians.
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INTRODUCTION

Most people do not consider musicals an important film genre. To them musicals are fluff
and silliness and have little redeeming social value. I disagree. In this thesis, I defend the value of
musicals, and try to demonstrate that musical films often reveal significant truths about American
popular culture.
Musicals are disguised as senseless and frivolous creations, this gives them the power to
move and amuse. The ruse is that audiences are escaping from the mundane, when in fact they
are confronting current cultural issues. Social and political criticisms are presented to the listener
without compelling them to take the matters seriously. Through the character's song, musicals
allow audiences to shake off some of their own concerns and sympathize with someone worse off
than they are.
According to Gerald Mast "Musicals are time capsules. They preserve a vision of the past
and from the past in its original pristine condition while seeming perpetually fresh and new on
each rehearing." 1 For example, the musical West Side Story is a record of what it is like to be
young, in love, and in a gang. West Side Story is also a historical catalogue of the fashions of
the early 1960s and the slang used. The film shows contemporary viewers the mind-set ofthat
era. They can see that whites were generally cast in the lead roles and how they stereotyped
Hispanics.
Musicals have entertained audiences for many years. However, there is a downside to all
that dancing and singing across the screen. If you watch carefully, you will notice there are few

1

Gerald Mast, Can't Help Singin' (New York: Overlook Press, 1987), 6.
1
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minorities present in the films. Ifthere are non- whites in the movie, they are generally cast as
servants, slaves, prostitutes, or entertainers.

2

Musicals are often about white characters. The movie is about their love lives, careers, and
personal dilemmas. The minority characters do not seem to suffer the same heartaches and
decisions whites must endure. Musicals are about bursting into a song and expressing strong
emotions. What comes across is that only whites have the privilege of providing sudden
outbreaks of song. The practice of pushing minorities into the background or into supporting
roles has been going on for many years. Bill "Bojangles" Robinson is a prime example of a
potential star being cast in the supporting role of a film, usually the devoted family servant.
Robinson is best known as Shirley Temple's dance partner. His performances with Temple
display his incredible range of talent and innovative dance moves. Footage from other films makes
us realize how Hollywood restricted his range and capabilities. The Temple/Robinson movies
provide a glimpse into an "acceptable"relationship between an older man and a small girl.
Audiences easily accepted Temple and Robinson's interracial relationship. Because
Robinson generally played an "old uncle" type of character, he was not a threat to the white
child' s honor. His characters had strong emotional attachments to his employers, emphasizing
that "old uncle" stereotype. These characterizations allowed Robinson to appear on the screen
with Temple without protests from whites or the censor board. The censor board, also known as
the Hays office had strict rules governing miscegenation and interracial relationships in movies.
The Hays office strictly prohibited interracial romances, between non-white men and white

2

Richard Dyer, "The Colour ofEntertainment," Sight and Sound, vol. 5
(November 1995):2.
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women. This rule did not apply to white men and non-white women. They largely base
Hollywood's double standards regarding miscegenation on traditional racist assumptions and the
fear of the consequences of interracial sex and marriage.3 This thought perpetuates the ideas of
racism.
Minstrel shows were the earliest, uniquely American popular entertainment form, and
represented the first stages in the growth of American show business. Minstrels have strong ties
to vaudeville, burlesque, and musicals. The programs provided the audiences an outlet from the
social upheavals they were experiencing. The show was a microcosm of America's race relations
between blacks and whites.4 White minstrels portrayed Negroes as happy slaves and ridiculous
dandies. Blacks began entering minstrel shows after the Civil War and had to appear in black face.
They also had to confirm the stereotypes created by the whites. Simultaneously, black minstrels
had to look for ways that would please their black audiences. The Negro image developed by
minstrels and their latter days successors like "Uncle Remus" and "Amos and Andy" deeply
embedded the caricatures of blacks into American popular culture. 5
Minstrels found a new source of material in the immigrants arriving in America in the midnineteenth century. The entertainers selected highly visible traits unique to a group and built
characters around them. Minstrels presented these characterizations of immigrants as if they were
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Eugene Wong, On Visual Media Racism: Asians in the American Motion Pictures,
(New York: Arno Press, 1977), 28.
4

Robert C. Toll, Blacking Up: The Minstrel Show in Nineteenth-Century America, (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1974), 169.
5

"Minstrel shows also caricatured social issues of the day such as the women's suffrage
movement, fashions, urbanization and morality. The minstrels were condemning social change and
reaffirming traditional values." Ibid., the inside book cover.
3
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adequate representations of this group. Thus, again minstrels were impressing ethnic stereotypes

.d

into the populace rrun s.

6

Minstrels eventually included Asians characters. Americans rarely saw Asians in the United
States before the mid nineteenth century. The California gold rush brought white Americans in
contact with the Chinese. The Chinese were different from Americans linguistically, physically,
and culturally. Soon the minstrels began including the Chinese in their repertoire. Minstrels
always presented the Chinese as alien. The minstrels focused on the strange sound of their
language, their bizarre clothes and exotic foods: "Ching ring, chow wow, ricken chicken, a
chew/Chinamen loves big bow wow and little puppies too." They did Chinese Burlesque Dances
that mocked the sound of the Chinese language: "Ching, chang, chung." 7 Anti-Chinese political
campaigns in California helped to strengthen these ethnic myths.
Commodore Perry opened the gates between the United States and Japan. This news
grabbed the attention of Americans and the minstrels. The minstrels saw the Japanese as a source
of new material for their shows. They abandoned the Chinese characters for Japanese characters.
Minstrels' portrayal ofthe "jap-oh-knees" peaked between 1865 and 1867 when a troupe of
Japanese acrobats toured America. For a time, Gilbert and Sullivan's Mikado kept the Japanese
in the public' s eye, but around 1880 minstrels began losing interest in Japanese and other Asians.

6

Ibid., 169.
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Ibid., 170. The Chinese immigrants were mostly male and to the whites they all looked
alike. Each person was of small stature with almond-shaped eyes. The man shaved most of his
head and wore a long ponytail called a queue. He wore cotton shirts and pants. White socks were
worn with oversized boots. The Chinese wore either caps turned up on all sides or hats that
resembled a bushel basket. Unlike the Japanese, the Chinese did not assimilate American customs
quickly. Many did not stay in the United States, instead they returned to China. The Chinese
chose to stick to the old traditions of their country.
4
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They limited their treatment of the Japanese to parodies of the Mikado.8
To the minstrels, the Asians were just a new source of material for their skits. Minstrels
included Asians in their acts when an unusual event focused public attention on them. The
performers portrayed Asians as curiosities and not as real people. Asians did not have their
thoughts or ambitions expressed in minstrel shows.
Movies repeated the racial stereotypes seen in minstrel shows. Myths and stereotypes
simultaneously appeared across movie screens in America. Films gave the nation a common
source of racial references that still exist today. 9 Hollywood geared films to appease the masses.
This suggests that movies mirrored the public attitudes toward racism and reinforced those
feelings.
Asian women have been categorized into two well-defined groups. First, there is the
"dragon lady." She is evil, sexy, and cruel. The dragon lady wears tight, silk dresses, and has long,
red lacquered nails and long, straight, black hair. On the other hand, there is the "lotus blossom."
She is the opposite of the Asian femme fatale. The "lotus blossom"is a young woman who is shy,
innocent, and eager to please. Strangely, they seldom romantically pair Asian women and men. 10
Her romantic interest is a white man.
Hollywood permitted romances involving white men and Asian females. But American
films often depict Asian males as sexed crazed rapists or asexual figures . By contrast Asian

8

Ibid., 171.

~andall Miller, ed. The Kaleidoscopic Lens: How Hollywood Views Ethnic Groups.
(New York: Jerome s. Ozer, Publisher, 1980), 1.

°Flower Drum Song is the exception in this discussion.
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re portrayed as sexually available to the white hero. The white male I Asian female love
femaIeS a
affair creates a mythic image of Western dominance over Eastern cultures. However, any act of
domination brings the emotions of guilt, repression, and resistance. These negative feelings must
be incorporated in the Western domination myth and silenced, rationalized, or otherwise
eliminated.
Hollywood producers restricted the roles for Asian men more than for Asian women. They
do not give Asian men romantic scenes or allow them to develop sexual relationships. Instead
Asian men are placed into two distinct categories. Asian men were either evil lunatics trying to
take over the world or Confucius-spouting detectives.
Sax Rohmer created the fictional villain Dr. Fu Manchu. Rohmer wrote thirteen Fu Manchu
novels. In all of the Fu Manchu books and movies, the diabolical doctor plotted to conquer the
world. He used kidnaping, mind control, and extortion to get his way. Dr. Fu Manchu wore long
silk gowns with Mandarin collars. His most famous trademark was a long, drooping moustache,
now called the "Fu Manchu." Fu Manchu was the embodiment of America's perception of Asian
men- cruel, evil, and determined to take over the world.
Charlie Chan was the creation of author Earl Biggers. Biggers based the character on an
actual Chinese detective name Chang Apana. Biggers was intrigued by the idea of an Asian
investigator, and this gave him the idea for a book. Biggers wrote six Charlie Chan novels. The
books were serialized in the Saturday Evening Post, and several books were translated into other
languages. According to John Stone, the producer of the first Charlie Chan film, the books were
made into movies to counter the negative images the Fu Manchu characterization of the Chinese
projected. The movies were also a partial demonstration that they could sympathetically portray
6
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"any minority group on the screen with the right story and approach." 11
At a first glance, Charlie Chan is a likable fellow. He scurries through Chinatown and other
exotic locales solving mysteries and helping white men fight crime. On closer inspection Chan is
weak, nerdy, wimpy- inscrutable Asian male. He speaks in a "fortune cookie English," using
"Confucius-say" proverbs as nuggets of Chinese wisdom. Asian Americans feel that Charlie Chan
embodies the racist stereotype of Asian Americans as the "model minority."
Asian Americans dislike the myth of the "model minority." The film industry has
ingrained in the American psyche that Asian teenagers are math and science geniuses. Hollywood
has also contribute to the notion Asians are super humans in the work force. They can work
harder, longer and better than anyone else. While we should not underestimate Asian-American
accomplishments, the "model minority" myth is misleading. Another myth that Asian- Americans
have to contend with is that they live in crime- infested communities. Hollywood creates movies
that have drug lords and gangs controlling Asian neighborhoods. These movies contradict the
"model minority" myth and shift the blame to Asians for society's problems.
Asians and Asian Americans no longer want to be known as " Orientals." The word Orient
has strayed far from its roots. Derived from the Latin word oriens, the noun Orient means strictly
to "the east" (the compass direction) or "the East"( essentially Asia). The word later became a
verb, to orient, whose original meaning was "to situate something, like a church or a grave facing
east."
However, the word Orient came to conjure up an exotic and dangerous faraway land of
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Lan Cao and Himilee Novas. Everything You Needed to Know About Asian American
History. (New York: Plume Books, 1996), 57.
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gets as,

Fu Manchus, opium dens, and hidden bordellos. These images contradict the reality of

. the largest continent and horne to halfthe world's population. The word Oriental referred
Asta,
to the people of that exotic and dangerous place and to any American of Asian ancestry, whether

foreign born or native. In the American mind, Orientals both here and in Asia, were the alluring
yet sinister alter egos of the "model minority." They possessed negative traits like " Oriental
inscrutability," "Oriental passivity," and " Oriental despotism."

12

During the late 1960s, Asian American activists and students began reevaluating their place
in American society. Accordingly, they did away with the term Oriental, a word forced on Asian
Americans that suggested that they were passive, inscrutable, despotic, and foreign. In this age of
racial awareness, "Orientals" exist in the Western imagination ofthe past. Now, an Oriental is a
type of rug.13
Americans of Asian background, either foreign born or native, have embraced the umbrella
term Asian American. Of course, Asian Americans who have adopted the term "Asian" continue
to identify themselves with their country of origin. They also call themselves Japanese Americans,
Chinese Americans, or Korean Americans, and so on.
Contrary to popular belief not all Asians are alike. Asia is not one unified country. The
world's largest continent, it is made up of many different countries. American films have blurred
the cultural lines, reinforcing the idea of one Asia. These errors could be written off as oversights
by culturally insensitive or ignorant directors. However, these blunders encourage a powerful
form of stereotyping.

12Ibid., xiv
I3Ibid., xiv
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CHAPTER ONE
LOVE AND HATE

My mother and I always enjoyed watching musicals. Musical films taught my mother
about fashion, culture, and American slang. Sitting in the darkened theater allowed my mother to
study these ideas without the people gawking at her. To most Americans, Asians were still a
novelty, a curiosity to stare at. I also found comfort in watching musicals. The music, singing,
and dancing helped me to escape from the stigma of the kid who did not quite fit in. While I
watched the musical films, I could pretend I was pretty, blond, and loaded with talent. As I got
older, I noticed everyone in musicals were blond, pretty, and white. I wondered where the
blacks, Asians, and Hispanics were.
I have always been a racially aware person, so the lack of minorities on the screen
bothered me. I noticed Hollywood gave non- whites minor roles or used them as extras. The
parts given to Asians were usually demeaning and ridiculous. The men usually played servants
with high- pitched voiced and spoke with bad accents. Asian women often wore tight dresses and
portrayed as passive and childlike. Being part of an Asian family I did not know of one person
that resembled anyone of the characters portrayed in the movie screen.
Musical films catch me between love and hate. I love musicals because they entertain and
help me escape from the real world. On the other hand, I was insulted by the way they
stereotyped minorities in such a negative way. My childhood friends believed that Asians were
being accurately portrayed by Hollywood in movies; this amazed me.
I began to look closer at the musicals that I loved and hated. Rodgers and Hammerstein

9

musicals drew my attention to the issues ofWestern and Eastern cultures clashing, racial
differences, and acceptance.
Rodgers and Hammerstein claim they never intended for their musicals to be messages or
lessons for the audiences. They chose a particular story because they liked the conflicts it
presented. Rodgers and Hammerstein adapted the story to fit their artistic and commercial needs.
The plays written and produced by Rodgers and Hammerstein contained controversial topics
(such as miscegenation and biracial children) in the story lines. Few people objected to these
themes, because musicals are not to be taken seriously. Remember musicals are supposed to be
silly and frivolous. I disagree with Rodgers and Hammerstein's claim that their musicals are not
messages. I believe they have meanings.
If the plays Rodgers and Hammerstein wrote were strictly for entertainment value, why did
they discuss racism in their work? Racism was not a popular subject in the late 1940s, so why
bring it up in a musical? I feel they were trying to get a point across to people that would not
frighten or confront them. Rodgers wrote in his autobiography that they that needed the song
"You've Got to be Carefully Taught," for the character's situation, not to preach against racism.
Yet Hammerstein's lyrics contradict that point. He writes that hate has to be taught. It is not
born in you. Hate is taught at an early age to children who learn to share their parents' prejudices.
Hammerstein liked to show that all things in life were not grim and depressing. He
objected to writers who dwell on the grim and sordid aspects ofliving. Rodgers shared his
partner's feelings. The shows written by Rodgers and Hammerstein express a "cockeyed optimist"
approach to life. They also show the dark side to life, but it is only presented as a conflict for the
characters to overcome. The ending is usually a happy one, which is one reason Rodgers and
10
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ganunerstein's plays are as popular today as they were fifty years ago.
_fu:>uth Pacific glamorizes the war in the Pacific theater. Nurses are pretty and young,
officers are handsome and strong, and the sailors supply the comic relief The Japanese never raid
the island. No one gets killed except Lt. Cable. James Michener's book Tales of the South Pacific
is the basis for the play. Michener's book is much more realistic and darker in its approach than
Rodgers and Hammerstein's play. The writers, along with the director Josh Logan, were able to
take several stories and come up with a blockbuster show. The main characters fall in love.
Racist ideology tests the strength of their love, which they must overcome to find true happiness.
The King and I is the most opulent and expensive ofthe Rodgers and Hammerstein' s plays.
The production takes place in Siam around the 1860s. King Mongkut has hired an English
woman to teach his family and court to speak English and learn Western customs. The Western
and Eastern cultures begin clashing when Anna arrives in Siam. Later Anna and the king learn to
accept each other's differences, and a tender relationship begins to unfold. This bond breaks
when Anna forces her beliefs on the king. He dies before the two can settle their differences.
Anna stays in Siam to help the young prince modernize his country.
Flower Drum Song takes place in San Francisco's Chinatown. Again, the theme of clashing
Eastern and Western cultures is prominent. This time it is between the Chinese elders and their
Americanized children. This is the first time a play has an almost all Asian cast (Juanita Hall is
African-American). The main focus is on the two contrasting romances. Unfortunately, Oscar
Hammerstein did not live enough to see Flower Drum Song made into a movie. He died of cancer
on August 23, 1960.
I chose these particular musicals because they deal with Asians and racism. Were

11

Rodgers and Hammerstein reflecting the thoughts of Americans or were they trying to show
audiences the terrible effects racism has on society? Regardless of what their intentions were for
the musicals, Rodgers and Hammerstein communicated issues of racism through their music.
Paradoxically, the musicals were stereotyping Asians and while simultaneously making the
audience feel sympathetic toward them.

12
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CHAPTER2
WBYIHATEMYSTEPC~DREN

The idea of making South Pacific into a musical originated with director, Joshua Logan.
After reading James A. Michener's Tales of the South Pacific, he asked Richard Rodgers to read
the short story, "Fo' Della." Rodgers read the entire book and made the suggestion to secure the
rights to Michener's book. Rodgers felt if they owned the book rights the writers could use
characters from other stories to enhance the play. This was a wise move. "Fo Della," is the story
of a Tonkinese woman, Bloody Mary and her seventeen-year-old daughter, Liat, who has a brief,
but an intense affair with a handsome American Marine, named Joe Cable. The plot is similar to
the opera, Madama Butterfly. The story, though promising, was not sufficiently substantial or
original enough to make a full evening' s entertainment. To remedy this problem, Rodgers turned
"Fo Della" into a subplot and added another love story, "Our Heroine" to give South Pacific a
dramatic frame. Because"Our Heroine" is about the romance of a mature French planter and a
young American nurse, Rodgers felt it would enhance the main plot of the play. "Fo Dolla" and
"Our Heroine," though innovative in that they dealt with the taboo topic of miscegenation,
both" duck the final issues." 1 Interracial relationships were daring subjects when the play opened

1

Philip Hartung. The film review of South Pacific appeared in the magazine
Commonweal. (April 11, 1958).
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on Broadway. Rodgers and Hammerstein realized that using the two serious love stories would
be 8 departure from the usual musical play format. Generally, if the main love story was serious,
then the second romance provides the comic relief. The show needed a comic release, especially
since the subplot turns into a tragedy, when the enemy kills Cable during the mission. Logan,
Rodgers and Hammerstein used a character from a third story, a tattooed con man named Luther
Billis, to provide the comic relief. "Fo Dalla" and "Our Heroine" complimented each other as the
two stories intersected by having Emile and Cable take part in a dangerous mission behind enemy
lines.
Emile De Bacque is a rich French plantation owner who is well-educated, sophisticated,
and a murderer. He has been living in the South Pacific for nearly twenty years, hiding from the
French authorities. During this time he builds a plantation, marries a Polynesian woman, and
fathers two children. Nellie Forbush is a young and naive American nurse. She is the complete
opposite ofEmile. Nellie tells Emile that she had left Little Rock, Arkansas to see the world and
to meet different kinds of people "to see if I would like them. " Emile asks Nellie if she likes the
different people and her response, she is not sure because "they are different." This may be the
tritest line in the movie, because it connected with the parochial culture of many Americans in the
late 1950s. The audience and Nellie are not sure ifliking someone who is not white or American
is okay.
Emile tells Nellie he killed a man and had to leave France, but she does not question
Emile' s motive for murder. Nellie accepts the news calmly. Later, when Emile proposes, Nellie,
simply says "yes."
Nellie writes her mother a letter telling her she is engaged to an older man, who happens to

14

be French. Mrs. Forbush does not approve of her daughter' s choice for a husband . Age is not an
.JSSU e, but Mrs . Forbush is against anyone who is not from Little Rock. Her chief complaint
against Emile and Nellie's marriage is that they are two people from two different cultural
backgrounds. When Nellie asks Lt. Cable for advice, he tells her to "break it off' with Emile.
Nellie's family and friends all believe she would be better off without Emile. However, Nellie is
convinced that she is in love with Emile, and refuses to call off the engagement.
Emile has given a party in Nellie's honor so that she can meet his friends. The party was a
great success; Nellie liked Emile' s friends and they liked her. After the guests are gone and Emile
and Nellie are alone, she sings and dances on the terrace, drunk with happiness. Unfortunately,
Nellie's feeling of joy ends when she meets Emile' s children. Nellie meets two Polynesian
children on the garden terrace and tells Emile the children are the "cutest things." She assumed
that their father was Henry, an employee of Emile' s, but Emile tells Nellie the children are his.
Nellie does not believe him because the children do not look like Emile. Thinking Emile' s
offspring could only be white. She is too narrow minded to consider the possibility Emile had
sexual relations with a Polynesian woman. When Emile convinces Nellie that the children are
indeed his, she breaks off the engagement. Though Nellie thought of herself as open minded.
She has to face the paradox that she is willing to marry a murderer, but not a man who was
married to a Polynesian woman, whose children look Polynesian, "not Caucasian." 2 Nellie
cannot say the word "Polynesian," without the look on her face suggesting revulsion. When
Emile makes no apologies for his past sexual involvements with non white women, the
relationship becomes irretrievable, though Nellie still loves him.

2

Gerald Mast, Can't Help Singin' (New York: Overlook Press, 1987), 210.
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1

read "Our Heroine" to help me understand Nellie. In both the play and the film, Nellie

. ts Emile because he was once married to a Polynesian woman. However, the film does not
reJec
tell me why she hates Emile's dead wife. I needed to know why Nellie hated Polynesians.

chener explains Nellie's parents taught her that people who were "not white or ye11ow were

Mi

niggers. ,3 She cannot explain to Emile why in her racist mind he committed the sin of all sins

'

that Emile, in effect once married a "nigger." Nellie felt Emile had stepped over "boundsof
decency."4 Considering the context ofthe time (1949 and 1958), most members ofthe genera1
audience probably had these same thoughts and considered· Nellie's reaction to her SituatiOn
. . to
be understandable. If Nellie married Emile, she would not be thought of as the w·c
lie ofE rru..1e De
Bacque, but rather the stepmother of"nigger children."
Nellie is the one who must overcome her racist views, not Emile. It is only after Nellie
learns that Emile has gone on a dangerous mission and could be killed, that she realizes how
foolish she has been to Jet personal prejudices come between her and Emile. The threat of Emile
being killed, makes Nellie realize that his past is far less important then their future together. If
she can meet the challenge of overcoming her prejudices, Nellie can embrace Emile's children and
look forward to a "wiser racial future."

5

Cable experienced the same revelation of overcoming

one's prejudices, unfortunately, he does not live long enough to share a life with Liat.
Lt. Joe Cable meets Liat, a young, beautiful, Tonkinese woman and immediately falls in

3

James Michener, Tales From the South Pacific (New York, The MacMillian Company,

1971), 111.
4

lbid.

5

Gerald Mast, Can't Help Singin' (New York: Overlook Press, 1987), 210.
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6

"th her Even so, he refuses to marry her. Liat is only acceptable to Cable as a t
Jove WI
·
emporary
sexlJaJ part

ner and she has no future as his wife. Neither Cable's family nor Philadelph·
.
1a SOCiety

ver accept Liat. They would not see her as a beautiful young woman or an ex t. b
would e
o tc eauty,
ther as a "nigger." Cable's family taught him at an early age to hate people that
but ra
were of a
different race.
Cable's refusal to marry her daughter upsets Bloody Mary. She tries to extort a

proposal

from Cable by telling him that an old French planter wants to marry Liat. However the
d
ruse oes
'
not work. Although Cable does not want his lover to marry the other man, he cannot bring
himself to marry her. When Cable gives Liat a gold pocket watch instead of a marriag
e proposal,

an angry, Bloody Mary tells Cable that Liat will marry the old man.
Cable's prejudice dooms this interracial romance from the beginning. Because hi·s

dl
cowar y

refusal to brook his family's expected objections, he faced a serious dilemma. If he retu h
rns orne,
he will be miserable leaving Liat behind on the island. Nevertheless, marriage is out of the
question, since he is unwilling to risk being disowned by his family. It is only later, while he
languished in the Navy hospital overcoming a bout of malaria, that Cable resolves his dilemma.
He loves Liat and wants to spend his life with her. Cable tells Emile he has decided to remain in
the South Pacific. He will stay on the island with Liat. Significantly, he does not say the word
"marry," it is implying that the couple will live together without the sanctity of marriage.
Nevertheless, since his decision to live with Liat would be accepted by the South Pacific
6

Tonkin was once a French possession in North Vietnam. Lan Cao and Hirnlee N
. Amen.can Hi story (New y ork: Plume ovas,
Everything You Wanted to Know About Astan
Books, 1996), 199. The Tonkinese came to the South Pacific to work on the French plantations
picking cocoanuts and coffee beans. James A. Michener, Tales From the South Pacific ( Ne
York: The MacMillian Company, 197 1), 137.
w
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community, and they would not have to live in shame or fear. At this point, Cable seems willing
to accept the fact that he cannot return home to his family, since they will most likely disown him
for living with a "nigger."
Cable later explains to Emile the racial values that their families taught him and Nellie
through the song "Carefully Taught." 7 Hatred is not a feeling someone is born with, but a lesson
parents have taught children at an early age. They instruct chi.ldren to hate people whose eyes
are shaped differently from their own and other people their parents hate. The song, though
short, explains why Nellie and Cable are not as racially tolerant as Emile, without excusing their
actions. Nellie tells Emile she cannot give him a reason for feeling the way she does. N ellie
believes hate is born in a person. Cable disagrees with her, hate is not natural or instinctive, it is
something that is taught.
The song "Carefully Taught" was almost cut from the stage production. Several theatrical
experts felt the song was too controversial, too preachy, or inappropriate in a musical. The show
would be a greater success, if they dropped the song. James Michener, Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein protested to keep the song in the show. Rodgers discusses why the song
"Carefully Taught" was necessary for the production. It is not a "message song," but in keeping

7

During a touring production in Atlanta in 1953, the song offended some Georgia
legislators. They introduced a bill to outlaw entertainment having a philosophy inspired by
Moscow. State Representative David C. Jones claimed the song justified interracial marriage,
inferring it threatened the American way of life. Jones went on to say interracial relationships
produces "half-breeds and half-breeds were not conductive to the higher society types . . . In the
South we have pure bloodlines and we intend to keep it that way." Hammerstein told reporters he
did not think the legislators were representing the people of Georgia very well and he was
surprised by the notion that "anything kind and humane must necessarily originate in Moscow."
Hugh Fordin. Getting to Know Him: A Biography of Oscar Hammerstein II (New York: Random
House 1977), 270.
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with the character and the situation. Cable loves Liat, but he realizes their differences in race and
culture make it impossible for them to marry. The song was a means to express Cable's feelings
ofthe superficial barriers of racial prejudices.
In the next scene, Cable tries to escape his difficulty by going " hunting," for Japanese

carriers, troop ships, and cargo boats. While "hunting" on the enemy held island, Cable and Emile
broadcast the locations of Japanese ships. But during the mission Cable is killed by enemy fire.
Significantly, the script portrays his death as a brave and self-sacrificing deed, dying for his
country while on a spying mission to help end the war. The alternative interpretation however, is
that he has taken the coward 's way out of his obligations to Liat and to his family back in the
United States.
Rodgers and Hammerstein supported liberal and anti racist causes and never intended to
write a racist play. They use racial prejudice as an obstacle the main characters must overcome
and how through education and love. The using of racial contradictions undermined the
production's moral. Hamrnerstein can write lyrics that argue against stereotyping and racism, but
he cannot see the way his work perpetuates the issues he loathes. The white characters' actions
and lines support the system he is trying to fight.
The non white characters are referred to as "niggers," plantation workers, domestics, and
sex objects. The Asian and Pacific Islanders' roles are "one dimensional and lack agencies." 8
They have little chance for interaction with whites because they live on a separate island called
Bali Hai.

8

Andrea Most. "You've Got to Be Carefully Taught": The Politics ofRace in Rodgers and
Hammerstein' s South Pacific," Theatre Journal 52.3 2000. 312.
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Bali Hai represents the white males' fantasies about the South Pacific. The people living on
the island perform strange rituals and the half naked women are available for sex. The smiling
women ofBali Hai welcome the G.I. 's with open arms, throwing flowers as the men approach
the island. The flowers symbolize the offering of the women' s bodies to the men. The message is
clear, non white women are sensuous and available for premarital sex, unlike white women who
are not allowed the same sexual freedom .9
An example of the racial stereotyping is the treatment Bloody Mary receives from the

military personnel. The Americans give her almost no respect. They sing a song that is a parody
ofMary's personality and physical characteristics. She does not quite understand the words, but
she is smiling and laughing as they are singing.

Billis is the most disrespectful toward Bloody

Mary. He tells Lt. Cable she is "Tonkinese, a nobody." In actuality, Bloody Mary is an
enterprising woman, who sells over priced souvenirs to the GI' s stationed on the naval base.
Captain Brackett, the base commander, orders Bloody Mary to stop selling her goods because
she is upsetting the island 's economy. Bloody Mary calls the French plantation owners "stingy
bastards." She pays the Tonkinese laborers ten times more than the French planters. Therefore,
the Tonkinese laborers choose to work for Mary. Bloody Mary is not allowed to have a business
that competes with the plantation owners, yet, they are permitted to exploit the Tonkinese and
natives for their own financial gains.
Emile is a contradiction to his racial beliefs. He does not believe in racism, yet his lifestyle

9

In Michener's book the French received word that the Americans would be on the
islands. They sent all the women (French, Tonkinese, Javanese, and Polynesian) to Bali Hai to
protect them from the American service men. The island was placed offlimits to the American
men. In the movie, on the island ofBali Hai, mostly women ofPacific Islander descent are seen.
Very few Asian women and European women are present.
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is based on racial inequalities. He owns a plantation, and the mere mention of the word invoke
images ofthe old South. Plantation economies are based on oppressed racial labor, meaning they
are using underpaid natives. Emile is a loving father, yet hides his Eurasian children from Nellie.
He does not admit the children are his until he is confronted by Nellie. Emile tells her he lived
with a Polynesian woman and supports his decision by telling her " I have no apologies."
Nevertheless, he explains his youthful actions to Nellie. Emile perceives himself as a non racist
man, but his actions refute self perception.
Despite its flaws, Rodgers and Hammerstein's South Pacific is an entertaining play and film
that attempt to deal with topics of miscegenation and interracial relationships. Stepping into a
controversial arena of racism was a bold move for Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein.
They were warning their audiences that prejudice can jeopardize one's chance for love and
happiness. Nellie was fortunate to have realized that she was foolish to let her bigoted feelings get
in the way of her love for Emile. Though Cable overcame his provincialism sooner than Nellie,
unfortunately he did not live long enough to tell Liat he loved her.
Rodgers and Hammerstein's songs for South Pacific that were memorable and tailored to
fit in the characters' cultural backgrounds and personalities. Nellie' s perky and naive personality
comes through in the song "Cockeyed Optimist." While the scheming Bloody Mary tempts
Cable' s libido with her siren song "Bali Hai." Cable tries to talk with Liat through the song
"Younger Than Springtime" and Emile expresses his romantic feelings for Nellie in "Some
Enchanted Evening." Conversely, Billis' s sexual longings dominate the song "Nothing Like a
Dame. A few critics blamed Hammerstein for the evident flaws in South Pacific. They argued
that he pushed too hard to make his point by using silly, frivolous, and at times sermonizing lyrics.
21

.f{anl11lerstein should not have to take all the blame for South Pacific' s weaknesses, Josh Logan,
the director, is responsible for the cinematic flaws .
The movie was shot on the scenic islands ofHawaii. Unfortunately, the director Joshua
Logan distorted the islands' lush beauty by using colored filters to enhance the songs. Although,
Logan tried several innovative techniques to make South Pacific a memorable viewing experience,
his experiments failed. Instead the filters diverted attention from the songs to the horrible colors
that flooded the screen. Bloody Mary sings a beautiful and haunting song about the island of Bali
Hai. The song hypnotizes me. My trance like state was destroyed when a mist rolled in and the
screen changed to a blood red color. The abrupt changes stunned me. I could no longer listen to
lyrics in the song, because my attention shifted from the song to the screen. The song' s emotional
momentum was lost in a red fog . Color filters might be useful in a stage production to intensifY
key moments, but on film they are unnecessary and diverting. South Pacific would have been a
better film if Logan had used the filters for stage productions only. 10
Unlike most musical films, South Pacific has no huge dance productions or grand finale.
One of the film's few dances is the boar's tooth ceremony on Bali Hai. The ritual has the island
chief removing the boar' s tusk while the rest of the villagers dance and celebrate. Billis expects
the natives to drink a coconut liquor and enter a drunken orgy, after they remove the tooth.
Bloody Mary accompanies Cable and Billis to the village where the rite will be done. As they
walk toward the sacred grounds, the screen becomes smoky and red, as if they have moved
everything from the South Pacific to Africa. Thus, the scene looks out of place and foreign in the

1

~ugh Fordin. Getting to Know Him: A Biography of Oscar Hammerstein IT (New

York: Random House, 1977) 23 7. Logan called the filters "the shame of my life."
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·e The natives are supposed to be South Pacific Islanders, but instead look like extras from

rnoVl ·

an old Tarzan movie. The audience ofthe 1950s probably did not think the boar's tooth scene
was out of place or notice the differences between natives of the South Pacific and Africans. The
audience probably thought one savage country was like any other. Today we are more aware of
the differences among non- Western cultures. Each culture is unique in its own right and should
be treated as such. Fewer people in the 1950s had the opportunity to travel the world . Their
limited technology did not allow them to access information as we can do today. Thus, their
knowledge of the world was extremely limited. It took two global wars for Americans to realize
there was a great, big, beautiful, world out there filled with "different" people.
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CHAPTER3
HOW THE EAST WAS WON.

It is unclear who deserves the credit for the idea of the musical The King and I.

Richard Rodgers wrote in his autobiography that Gertrude Lawrence submitted the idea because
she wanted to play the lead. If true, this was the first time in his career, a star who wanted the
leading role brought a project to him. Hammerstein's biographer Hugh Fordin claims the idea
came from Fanny Holtzman, a theatrical attorney, who represented the actress, Gertrude
Lawrence. David Even, a Rodgers arid Hammerstein historian, argues that the writers' wives read
Margaret Landon's book and thought it would make a wonderful musical. While we may never
have a precise understanding of the play's origins, somehow, through the combined efforts of
Rodgers, Harnmerstein, Holtzman, and Lawrence, they brought the play to life.
The musical is an adaption of Margaret Landon's novel, Anna and the King of Siam.
Landon based her book on the diaries of Anna Leonowens, a nineteenth century Englishwoman,
whom the king of Siam hired, to teach English to his children. The story of Anna and the king
provided the necessary elements, for the making of an emotionally powerful musical. Among
these components are: the contrast between Eastern and Western cultures; the suggestion of
physical attraction between the two main characters; the tragic subplot ofTuptim and Lun Tha;
the loving bond between Anna with her pupils; the struggle of democracy and autocracy; and
lastly, the exotic setting of Siam.
The story' s enduring popularity has spanned fifty years, making Rodgers and Hammerstein's
creation one of America's favorite musicals. People have seen the play on Broadway, high school
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inner theaters, and foreign stages throughout the world. The movie is welcomed
stages, d
anywhere in the world except in Thailand, where the Thai government has banned the movie
because of its historical and cultural inaccuracies. Misinterpretation ofthe facts highly offends the
royal family and the Thai people.
Thais believe that the movie insults King Mongkut, a great and beloved ruler. They consider
Yul Brenner's Academy Award winning portrayal ofMongkut to be "buffoonish and backward." 1
The king' s character is based on King Mongkut (Rama IV, 1851-1868), and the people of
Thailand highly revere him. Thailand's beloved ruler was a well-educated man, a Buddhist monk
and an enlightened leader. The king's interest in Western knowledge and culture led him to study
subjects such as the Bible, modern administration, astronomy, and shipbuilding. King Mongkut
helped modernize his country and maintain Siam' s independence from Western powers, unlike so
many of its Southeast Asian neighbors. Rodgers and Hammerstein did not focus on King
Mongkut' s positive traits or mention his accomplishments, instead they drew a caricature
insulting the monarch and Thailand. From the Thai perspective, the musical depicts their beloved
king as a savage and childish man. Rodgers and Hammerstein depicted Mongkut as a "noble
savage." They wanted the Asian king portrayed as a character not as a caricature. They did not
intentionally set out to insult the monarch or the Thai people. 2
Several sources state Rodgers and Hammerstein made it clear they were not trying to create a

1

Justin Pritchard. "Even Updated King Banned in Thailand," The Christian Science
Monitor, 27 December 1999, pp. 1,10.
2

Richard Rodgers. Musical Stages: an Autobiography. (New York: Random House,
1975),274. Often, caricatures of Asians have appeared in film and stage and Rodgers and
Hammerstein wanted to avoid this practice. They were trying to depict the king and his court
with humanity and believability.
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documentary on nineteenth century Siam or a historically accurate play. Rodgers and
Hammerstein did not strive for authenticity. Instead they had to create an Eastern ambience
within a context that American audiences would find acceptable. If the musical sounded too
Siamese, they where afraid audiences would walk out. Americans saw a barbaric man and a
country that matched an American idea of what Siam should look and sound like. Rodgers and
Hammerstein did not follow Landon's book verbatim. They adapted the story and added
episodes to fit their artistic needs.
In Tuptim's version of"The Small House ofUncle Thomas," the writers and Tuptim
depict the king in both the movie and Tuptim's play as a vindictive ruler. King Simon ofLe Gree
has replaced King Mongkut as the evil villain, keeping Tuptirn/Eliza against her will and
separating her from the man she loves. Eliza escapes from Simon ofLe Gree and King Simon and
his "scientific" dogs meet their death chasing Eliza across the river. The play's characters and
banquet guests cheer King Simon' s death, suggesting that Tuptim and the Siamese would rejoice
at King Mongkut's death, which is an incorrect depiction.
Anna does not respect the king or the Siamese culture. Anna believes, as all Westerners
believe, Siam is an uncivilized country and the king needs her help to transform his people and
country into a modem nation. Anna's mannerism is a mirror of how Westerners view Asians? It
appears Anna civilizes Siam in one week and destroys the king in less than five minutes. This
symbolizes how Occidental powers, who came to aid a country, can also destroy a country's

3

Whites have viewed people of color as physically and mentally inferior, morally corrupt,
disease-ridden, uncivilized and infantile, in need of the guidance of white Anglo-Saxon Protestants
males. Gina Marchetti. Romance and the Yellow Peril (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1993), 2-3.
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8
. he will
cu ture· The final blow comes when Anna called the king a barbarian. She teII the king

I
tbroW awaY all the work they have done to make him and Siam acceptable t0 the European

Powers. The king tells Anna, "it is better to be a barbarian than a weak king. I am not a weak
king!" Anna stands her ground, by daring him to flog Tuptim in front of her. King Mongkut
cannot punish the young woman. In his attempt to prove to Anna he is a civil·Ized man, he may
appear to be a weak ruler in front of his subjects. King Mongkut is in an ·mternal turmoil with his
eastern beliefs and his newly gained Western acceptance. The king dies of sh arne, an emotion
. he
has never experienced. Historically, the actual King Mongkut died of mal ana,
· not embarrassment.
The real Anna Leonowens did not have any influence over the king as pro·~ ected .mthe movie· nor

'

did they have romantic feelings for each other. Rodgers and Hammerstein created the attraction
between the king and Anna.
Anna and the king have a strong physical attraction to each other· They are exotic
. creatures
Iuerence. The first
to each other, in the sense that the magnetism they feel is the strong cultural d'"'
time the audience notices the attraction between Anna and the king is when she seeks h1s
. approval
of her dress for the banquet. This movie has no love scene between the two mam
. characters. The
polka replaces the king and Anna's romantic moment. Though hardly a sexuaIIYarousmg
. dance,
the polka is the closest form of physical contact they will enjoy. Yul Brenner does not pull
.
Deborah Kerr in close to his body and hold her tight, like a man falling in love would do. Despite
the physical distance, we see the yearning in their eyes. The desire is screaming across the screen
for Anna and the king to kiss. The tension is building for Brenner to pull Kerr .mhi s arms and
give her a deep, long kiss. The audience is waiting and wanting Anna and Ki ng Mongkut to kiss,
.
but it does not happen. Anna and the king never get physical. Rodgers and Hammerstem
. skew
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other facts about the king, so why not let the two become lovers? To let the king and Anna fall

in Jove would destroy the tension between the prim school teacher and barbaric king.
The King and I is about Eastern and Western ideologies clashing, not falling in love the
way Rodgers and Hammerstein portrayed it. The taboo of a forbidden interracial relationship
creates the sexual tension needed to keep audiences' attention. When Rodgers and Hammerstein
made this movie, the Hays office prohibited interracial relationships between an Asian man and a
white woman. The censor board did allow filming of a simulated sexual relationship between an
Asian male and a white female, only if the male role had a white actor in "Asian drag." 4 Since
Brenner was of European descent and not Asian, sharing an intimate moment is acceptable for
him and Anna.
The King and I is a good example of using a white actor to play an Asian main character.
Studios gave white actors the lead characters, while they assigned Asian actors to playing minor
parts or as extras in a film. If the main character in a script was an Asian, a white actor portrayed
that role. Yet the film studios did not allow Asian actors to fill the role of a white actor character.
Hollywood has used other minority groups to portray Asians and vice-versa. Rita Moreno who
plays Tuptim and Carlos Rivas is Lua Tha are both Hispanic. Other Asian groups filled some
Siamese roles, such as Chinese and Japanese actors, but not all Asians look alike. Each Asian
country has its own language, culture and distinguishing physical characteristics.

4

Non- Asian actors were made up to look Oriental. The film industry places a heavy
emphasis on slanted eyes for the cosmetic treatment of Asian characters. Skin color and hair
texture are secondary components to complete the process. To complete the transformation, they
put other artificial devices in place such as stylized body movements, pidgin English and
traditional Asian dress. Eugene Wong. On Visual Racism: Asians in the Motion Pictures (New
York: Arno Press, 1977), 42.
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Brenner turned a one-dimensional character into a living breathing man, convincmg
. audtences
.
he
was King Mongkut. The Academy of Motion Pictures recognized Brenner for achievmg
. this
. feat

and awarded him an Oscar for this role. Brenner's revealing costumes, the peacock 1Ike
. strut, and
commanding voice send out a message of sexual magnetism. He shaved his head, wore a gold
earring and half slippers, his shirt barely covers his chest and he wore knee breeches. To the
subconscious, the pants emphasize Mongkut's childish behavior. Western powers vtew
. Asian
countries as infantile and Westerners have treated their heads of state and peopl e as children.
.
Brenner resembles a gypsy or a pirate king, not the king of Siam. Brenner is Rodgers and
Hammerstein' s vision of an Asian ruler, one that audiences will embrace and remember.
To transform her into Hollywood's idea of a Burmese princess, cosmet0 1ogtsts
. made up
Rita Moreno with slanted eyes, long straight black hair, elongated eyebrows and dark body make
up. Moreno's petite build and small stature, physically fits the image of an Asian woman. The
actress portrayed her character using "oriental" mannerisms; Tuptim walks taking tmy
. steps, her
eyes are cast down, and she clasps her hands in front of her body. Tuptim comes across the screen
as passive and childlike, the perfect Asian woman.
Martin Benson, who plays the prime minister or Kralahome, looks like an Ind'tan warnor
.
from
· a John Wayne film. Benson stands rigid with his arms crossed over his bare chest. His eyes
are supposed to be slanted, but he looks like he is squinting from the sun being ·m 1.:
tus eyes.
.
Benson's accent sounds as though he is from Eastern Europe, not Siam. He looks l'k
I e a Nattve
American and sounds like Count Dracula. An essential part of creating the Asian character is the
speech pattern. The Siamese characters' accents sounded as though they Jeam t0 speak English
from fortune cookies. Rodgers and Hammerstein' s idea of what Asian English shou1d sound like.
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Anna Leonowens wrote a series of articles about her experiences abroad for the Atlantic
Monthl]: magazine. The stories appeared in the magazine's 1870 spring and summer editions.
They compiled and published the articles into two books, The English Governess at the Siamese
Court and The Romance of the Harem. Mrs. Leonowens' books were well received by the

=----

American public and the Victorian audience believed the tales to be true accounts of King
Mongkut, the Siamese court and Siam. Thai and Western historians have uncovered evidence
that disputes her alleged historical facts.5
Mrs. Leonowens was not the enlightened influence on the king or his children as she
claimed. King Mongkut hired Anna Leonowens to teach English to his children. He did not hire
her as a governess, which contradicts the title of her first book. The books, play, and movies
send out another message to the world. Leonowens represents herself to have singlehandedly
civilized a savage country, been an important member ofthe king' s court, and by all accounts a
heroine.
Mrs. Leonownes claims to have witnessed a public burning of the king' s consort and a
monk. Researchers were unable to find proof of any public burnings. If such an act occurred, it
escaped the attention of other foreign residents living in Siam the same time Mrs. Leonowens
lived there. 6 She also claims the king punished the wives who displeased him by throwing them
into a dungeon constructed beneath the palace. Underground dungeons do not exist in Thailand

5

Chalermsri Chantasingh. " Musical Not an Accurate Portrayal of Siam," Article originally
appeared in Topeka Capital Journal, 29 November 1998, accessed on 5 May 15 200; available
from cj.online
6

Ibid.
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because the soil is too watery.
Mrs. Leonowens left Siam in 1867 for a six-month vacation. During her stay in New York
she learned Rama IV passed away and they crowned her former student, Prince Chulalongkorn, as
the new king. Anna Leonowens sent the young monarch a letter expressing her condolences to
the royal family. King Chulalongkorn thanked Anna for her kind letter, but did not invite her to
resume her teaching position. Jobless, Mrs. Leonownes turned to writing to generate an income.
Anna Leonowens skewed the facts about her life in Siam. Her publisher may have advised
her to do this to increase book sales or to turn her unimportant job into an influential and
interesting position in the king' s court. Rodgers and Hammerstein also embellished Anna and the
king' s story to suit their artistic and commercial needs. Rodgers and Hammerstein created a
king that audiences will remember and talk about for another fifty years. The King and I is a
movie that shows cultural, racial, and political differences brought together in a musical to fit the
beliefs ofthe Western population. The era was the 1950s, but we still see today the same
stereotyping of Asians and other non-white.
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CHAPTER4
"ALL WIDTE MEN LOOK ALIKE TO ME."

In 1961, Ross Hunter produced the movie Flower Drum Song from Rodgers and
Hammerstein' s successful stage play. Rodgers and Hammerstein loosely based the play on the
1957 novel by C.Y. Lee. Flower Drum Song represented a breakthrough for Asian-American
performers because Asians played most of the lead roles. None of the actors except Benson Fong,
who played the family patriarch Wang Chi-Yang, were Chinese. The cast included :Juanita Hall
as Madame "Auntie" Liang, an African American; Miyoshi Umeki (from Japan) as Mei Li, a
stowaway from Hong Kong; James Shigeta (Japanese from Hawaii) as Wang Ta, Master Wang's
eldest son; Patrick Adiarte(Filipino American) as Wang San, the Americanized teenage son ofthe
Wang family; Jack Soo (Korean American) an ultra hip nightclub owner; and Nancy Kwan
(Scotch-Irish and Chinese from Hong Kong) as Linda Lowe, the star entertainer in Sammy' s
nightclub.
The story is about Mei Li, a young woman from Hong Kong. She and her father arrive in
San Francisco as stowaways aboard a freighter. Mrs. Fong has brought Mei Lito America to wed
her son, Sammy Fong, a nightclub owner. The members of the Li family go directly to Sammy's
nightclub and introduce themselves to Sammy. However, Sammy is in love with Linda Lowe, a
stripper in his club. Linda overhears their conversation and storms off, angry because she has
waited five years for Sammy to propose to her. Sammy explains to Linda that his mother made
the marriage contract and he that intends to get out of the agreement. Sammy knows Master
Wang Chi Yang is looking for a wife for his eldest son, Wang Ta. Master Wang wants his son to
32

rnarfY a young woman from the old country who understands the importance of filial piety. He did
not want his son to marry a Chinese American woman, they have no respect for their elders.

sammY introduces the Lis to Master Wang. The old master is pleased with Mei Li. Sammy leaves
the Wang household thinking everyone is happy. However, in the meantime, Wang Ta has met
Linda Lowe and he thinks he may be in love with her. To Wang Ta, Linda is beautiful, sexy, and
assertive. He finds these traits exciting, having been reared in his father's strict Chinese
household. Linda wants to marry Wang Ta because she has heard his father is wealthy. The elder
Wang is shocked when at Wang Ta's graduation party (he is going to announce his son's
engagement to May Li), Linda declares she is going to marry Wang Ta. Master Wang threatens
to disinherit Wang Ta if he marries Linda. Linda breaks off her engagement to Wang Ta. Wang
Ta realizes Mei Li is the woman he really loves. Meanwhile, Sammy discovers Linda will follow
through with her threat to leave him for good if he does not marry her. Sammy decides to give up
the single life and proposes to Linda. However, Sammy's mother insists May Li is obligated to
marry her son. Rodgers and Hammerstein have chosen again to show the clash ofEastern and
Western philosophies. Old Chinese traditions are constantly struggling against new American
ideas, in this case, arranged marriage vs. falling in love. Master Wang struggles to understand his
Americanized children, and his children agonize over accepting and honoring their heritage.
Though the movie is dated in some respects, the theme of assimilation and separation holds up

I

well.

J

To Chinese living in the district and the people living outside Chinatown, this is a very Chinese

I

place. To the Lis, Chinatown is a very American place. Even though the interaction between the

The movie is set in Chinatown, which is a part of San Francisco, yet it is its own little world.
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whites and the Chinese is limited, the Chinese have become Americanized. In the opening scene a
crowd gathers in a park. The residents are wearing Western-style clothing, speak in slang, and
cannot read or speak Chinese. Several sources argue this scene looks out of place, because
everyone has become more American than Americans. The critics' preconceived notions of how
Chinatown's
residents should look and act are now shaken. The first couple of times I viewed the film, I also
had the same reaction. On further analysis, however, I realized that the residents of Chinatown
have assimilated to Western culture. The people of Chinatown are like the dish chop suey and
symbolize the blending of American and Chinese cultures.
Although everyone in the movie is supposed to be Chinese, cultural differences are
evident. The cultural dissimilarities are between the Chinese Americans and the Chinese. While
they may share some traits, these people are worlds apart. The Chinese Americans are more
American than they are Chinese. They were reared in this country, attended American schools,
and exposed to American popular culture. The families have encouraged their children to
assimilate to their new home land. The parents want their families accepted by Americans,
meaning whites. To be a part of society offers the future generation social and economic security.
The children adopt American customs and move away from many old country ways. By blending
their Chinese and American cultures, they become Chinese Americans.
For the Lis, Chinatown is a foreign land; there is nothing Chinese about the area. Mei Li and
her father wear traditional Chinese clothing. The Chinese Americans stare at the Lis as they walk
by; they are foreign in Chinatown. Mei Li and her father are eating dinner with Sammy. The
young woman comments that she likes American cooking. Mei Li has astounded Sammy when
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she calls his food American. He tells Mei Li she has just eaten the best Chinese food in San
Francisco. The Lis are at ease in the home ofMaster Wang. His household is more traditional,
meaning Asian. There is no evidence of a radio, a telephone, or televison set in the house. When
the Lis move into Mrs. Fong's home (Sammy' s mother), it is clear she is much more Westernized
than Master Wang. She is always seen with furs draped over her body. Mrs. Fong is concerned
with appearances and social acceptance. Mrs. Fong is nouveau riche. An important piece of
furniture Mrs. Fong owns is a television. Mei Li loves to watch " t .v." and through which she is
learning about American culture.
Mei Li learns a lot from watching television. She gets the impression all Americans are
good looking, fair haired, and drive convertible cars. Mei Li also learns about kissing from
watching the late night movies. Mei Li watches a movie about a Mexican woman confessing she
came into the United States illegally. The Mexican woman tells the sheriff she is a "wet back" and
that she cannot marry her boyfriend. She explains that he is a "wet back" too . The old movie
solves Mei Li's marital problem. Just as Sammy and Mei Li are about to be proounced husband
and wife, Mei Li confesses her "back is wet" and she cannot marry Sammy. Mrs. Fong is appalled.
She will not allow her son to marry an illegal alien.
Flower Drum Song tries to reverse some of the Asian stereotypes. Wang Ta is not a
studiqus, hard-working, number one son. He likes to have a good time and chase girls. Wang San,
the younger son, is interested in baseball, not karate. The old master and his sister-in-law are not
sage, Confucius quoting ancestors, but stubborn, practical people. Master Wang makes a
comment about all white men looking alike. At the same time the musical reinforced old myths.
Old Master Wang sticks to the customs of China and expects his children to follow his example.
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He continues to wear long silk robes and refuses to wear a Western-style suit. Master Wang feels
it is his duty to choose a wife for Wang Ta. The old master does not think his son can select a
wife. Master Wang feels the most important trait a wife should have is filial piety. He does not
like the Chinese American women living in Chinatown because they do not respect their elders.
Master Wang refuses to assimilate to Western customs. Myth has it Chinese people eat strange
foods. Madame Liang' s grocery list gives credence to this belief She places an order at the
market asking for several items. The woman asks about the octopus and then decides against it.
She orders rattle snake meat, sea horse, longevity noodles, and thousand year old eggs. Madame
Liang demands the eggs be fresh.
Rodgers and Hammerstein did not intend Flower Drum Song to reinforce stereotypes.
They were trying to dispel those notions. This was the first time Asians were given most of the
key roles. Audiences did not see white actors in Asian drag in the fllm.1 The characters did not
speak broken English. Nor were the Asians portrayed as the "model minority"; they were ordinary
people who happen to be Chinese.
Flower Drum Song is similar to other non -Asian musicals Rodgers and Hammerstein
wrote. It is a story that takes place in a small town. The same universal themes are present in this
film as in Oklahoma or State Fair: The young lovers are trying to overcome their difficulties, the
misunderstandings between generations, and the sense of community closeness. Only this time the
characters are Chinese and not white. What Rodgers and Hammerstein are trying to say is that

1

Roy Hemming. The Melody Lingers On.(New York: New Market Press, 1986), 124.
"What upset critics most about the show and the movie was the casting of non Chinese actors in
the major roles." The play had a white man in yellow face in the role of Sammy Fong. The movie
was a breakthrough for Asian actors. The problem is that assigning non Chinese actors to play
Chinese characters reinforces the idea all Asian are alike.
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le are the same no matter what their race or ethnicity may be.
peoP
.
Rodgers and Hamrnerstein's Asian musicals were attempts at racial tolerance. Considering the
IJlindset ofthe late 1940s and early 1950s, Rodgers and Hammerstein took a bold step in race
relations. They were presenting controversial topics, such as miscegenation, on the musical stage
and in movies. Rodgers and Hammerstein realized America was going through major social
changes. The number of Asians corning to America began increasing with the end of the AntiChinese Exclusion Act and G.I. ' s returning home with Asian- war brides. South Pacific and The
King and I showed audiences that white people can live among Asians.
Rodgers and Hammerstein sent audiences to exotic locations. They brought the South
Pacific, Siam, and Chinatown to people who might not get a chance to visit those places.
Exposure to Asia could spark an interest in learning more about the continent's culture and
peoples. Rodgers and Hammerstein did not portray Asians accurately in their work. However,
they did attempt to show that Asians are people, not oddities.
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